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Presentation Summary


In this presentation we will discuss:
– The roles and responsibilities of the parties
involved in construction for occupational
health
ea t a
and
d sa
safety
ety
– Ontario Acts and regulations that relate to
health and safety in construction
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How Serious is the Problem

http://www4.hrsdc.gc.ca/.3ndic.1t.4r@-eng.jsp?iid=20
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Regulations that Relate to OHS
in Construction


Occupational Health and Safety Act, 1990
– Asbestos Reg. 278/05
– Construction Regulations (multiple sections)
– First Aid Reg.
Reg 1101
– WHIMIS Reg. 860
– Propane Storage and Handling Reg. 211/01
– Window Cleaning Reg. 859
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Acts and Regulations


Acts
– Law passed by a
legislative body
– Creates the scope of
authority
th it or
jurisdiction for the
conditions of the act



Regulations
– The specific means of
enforcing the act
– The “nuts and bolts”
h t th
the actt
off what
requires
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Roles and Responsibilities
The
 The
 The
 The
 The
 The
 The
 The


Constructor
Owner
Employer
Supervisor
Worker
Joint Health and Safety Committee
Ministry of Labour Inspector
Consultant
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The Constructor
One person with overall responsibility
for health and safety on the project.
That person is the Constructor.
Has the greatest degree of control over
the project and therefore has the
responsibility for the worker’s health
and safety.
Constructor may be the general
contractor or a designated contractor
on a site with multiple contractors
8

The Owner


"a trustee, receiver, mortgagee in
possession, tenant, lessee, or occupier of
any lands or premises used or to be used
as a workplace,
workplace and a person who acts for
or on behalf of an owner as an agent or
delegate".
Ontario Occupational Health and Safety Act
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The Owner and the Constructor
Every project has an Owner and a
Constructor
 May be the same person if the Owner is
directing construction work or multiple
contractors are working on a project
without one specific contractor being
designated the Constructor
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Employer
A General Contractor of Sub
Sub--contractor
 Appoints a supervisor if 5 or more people
are working on the project site.
 Provides
P id training
t i i
 Ensures workers re qualified
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Supervisor
Appointed by Employer
Uses methods, procedures and equipment
required by the Act
 Advise
Ad i workers
k
off potential
t ti l and
d actual
t l
dangers
 Takes precautions to protect workers
 Gives verbal and written instructions to
workers
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Workers
Select representative to Joint Health and
Safety Committee
 Tell Supervisor about equipment problems
and other hazards
 Refuse unsafe work and work in unsafe
situations
 Follow instruction to wear protective clothing
and equipment
 Never engage in horseplay on the project
site.
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Joint Health and Safety
Committee
Committee formed when there are 50 or
more employed on the site.
 Members selected by workers
 Members
M b
mustt be
b WSIB Certified
C tifi d or mustt
become WSIB certified
 Workers may bring health and safety
concerns to committee member
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Ministry of Labour Inspectors
Visit site at ant time
If violations are spotted, such as not
wearing construction helmet or safe
footwear Constructor
footwear,
Constructor, Supervisor and
Worker can all be found responsible.
 Investigate accidents and report; provides
recommendations
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Consultants
Agents of the Owner, such as Architects
and Engineers, who undertake
responsibility for Quality Control are not
deemed Constructors as they do not
control the project or direct the work of
construction workers.
 Not responsible for the means or methods
of construction
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Consultants


Specify the requirements for health and
safety, such as:
– Jurisdiction
– What must be submitted by the General
Contractor to ensure health and safety risk is
managed and monitored
 Site specific Health and safety plan
 WHMIS Material Safety Data Sheets
 How the General Contractor will take a proactive
approach to health and safety
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Training
Source: Infrastructure Health and Safety Association (2010).
Construction Health and Safety, Infrastructure Health and
Safety Association, Toronto.
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Health and Safety


The responsibility of ALL parties on a
project
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The Cost of Health and Safety
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Summary


In this presentation we:
– Described the Risk Identification Process
– Considered the sources of risk and
uncertainty
– Developed clear risk statements
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